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~ KeepingSkillsSharp
1. = 12 2. 6+4+3=9+

3. 8+2+4= 4. 7+6+3=

5. What's missing?

6. Which shape would this be if it were folded to
Inake a 3-d figure?

7. 9 hundreds and 7 tens =

8. Today is Tuesday, January 5th. What ",ill Saturday's date 'be?
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Using your one-inch tiles, can you lnake a rectangle with 8 tiles? 12
tiles? 9 tiles? 15 tiles? 10 tiles? 18 tiles?

Show your answers here and on the back by tracing around the tiles.
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What has a head and a tail but no body? A coin!
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P1ura1 Words
men e99s

dresses ships

vans

cats---

SGY Gnd Lisfen
Say the spelling words.
Listen to the ending sounds.

Think Gnd Sorf
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hands jets

jobs bells

desks

backS--
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All of the spelling words are plural words.
Plural words name more than one thing. Spell each word aloud.

Most plural words end in s or es. Look at the letters in each word.

1. Write the ten words that end in s, like hands.

2. Write the one word that ends in es.
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3. Write the one word that does not end in s or es.
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C1ues
,/

Write the spelling word for each clue.

1. what women wear

2. things to ring

3. big boats

4. what chickens lay

Le++er Scramb1e

Unscramble the letters in dark type to make a
spelling word. Write the word to complete the sentence.

have ten seats.

8. nem Those are my uncles.

9. shand are in my pockets.My

10. tejs flew across the sky.Two

11. kedss We sit at the. in our classroom.
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./- 5. nays The school

. 6. bosj Both my brothers have

7. cabks These chairs have tall
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men

dresses

hands

jobs

desks

backs

jets

bells

eggs

ships

vans

cats

Proofreading
Proofread the letter below. Use

proofreading marks to correct four
spelling mistakes, one capitalization
mistake, and one punctuation mistake.

Proofreac:lins
. Marks

0 spell correctly,
== capitalize

0 add period

0
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- E'n+ry Words
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A singular word names one thing. To find
a plural word in a dictionary, look for its
singular form. For example, to find cats,
look for cat.

cat Plural cats. A small furry
animal. V%yis a cat a goodpet?
(Becauseit ispurrfect!)

Write these plural words in alphabetical order. Then look each
one up in a dictionary. Write the entry word and its page number.
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Plural E'n+ry Word Page. ,

1.

2.

3.
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